
     Effective ‘Virus’ Protection System?
On a list of most deadly diseases in human history with a death rate of 80% 
or higher, the commonly recognized are:  Rabies (99% death rate):  Ebola 
(83-90% death date):  AIDS (80-90% death rate).
The Coronavirus (COVID19 Pandemic) latest number which is changing 
often is (1-3 %).  The purpose of this writing is not to bemoan all the 
cancellations of sporting events which easily bring joy to life.  It is not to 
scold the press for falsely labeling the pandemic as “deadly” and adding to 
the panic that is unnecessarily emptying the store shelves of basic 
necessities. Fentanyl kills at a much higher rate yet closing borders from 
illegal entry like most countries do to keep it out is somehow racist?
One clear purpose instinctively crystallizes mankind’s thinking in the event 
of diseases, earthquakes, tower destructions, genocide and wars;  Survival.
Choosing the best Protection System is literally a matter of life or death.
Is 100% effective protection from pandemic levels of chaos possible? 
Will the sand bags filled to prevent flooding hold back a typhoon?
Why do kids who have had no time to even develop bad eating habits get 
cancer and die in agony while some smokers, drinkers and fast food 
fanatics find longer life than predicted by experts?
Would Kobe Bryant and others get on that helicopter if they knew it was 
going to crash?  Of course not;  Was the inspector of the copter sincere?
The elephant in the room that requires talking about when panic pounces on 
the headlines with big, scary, fear filled messages is plain yet profound.
If 100% of people die from something at some point, why panic over 
how and when the inevitable takes place?  Why not be prepared?
Dear friend as you examine your options for protection from mayhem in this 
life and beyond three qualities must be present in any protection system:
#1:  A verifiable, successful track record of that protection system.
#2:  Ease in accessing the protection system for all persons.
#3:  The protection must be 100% effective every time for every user.



Congratulations!  You decided to read this second page.  Please know that 
all three of the qualities of the perfect protection system are not a cold, 
clinical, cynical and boring emergency preparedness seminar.  
The system that is perfect is more accurately described as a relationship.  
‘Relationship’ is one of the new fuzzy feeling buzz words that all the hit 
dramas love to use, but any relationship is only as good as the persons in it.
‘Access’ and ‘relationship’ work hand in hand.  If boy meets girl and they 
decide to be in a relationship, the health of the relationship is measured by 
intimacy (‘In to me see’) or the level of access allowed to each other 
emotionally, physically and intellectually. 
The best bi-product of relationships is access.  This only heightens the 
stakes in choosing relationships wisely.  A “give and take” relationship with 
someone who only takes is a nightmare.
Few in any current culture have access to the truly powerful.  Like rats on 
the Titanic clamoring for crumbs on the lavish tables evacuated by the elite, 
many do not even realize this world is sinking.  Once the inhabitants of the 
Titanic knew for sure the ship was going down, the only option was “Get in a 
life boat!”  Yet would any even approach a lifeboat labeled “80% hole free”?
Viruses, earthquakes, shootings, petty selfishness, vanity, depression in 
even the ‘beautiful’ people and addictions of every kind:  All are screaming, 
under the surface of ‘normal’ life, an earthshaking desperate message only 
received by those honest enough to admit their own frailty and finiteness.  
“This world, our lives and all we value outside of Him will… never… last!
This everlasting and accessible person is beyond this world, yet completely 
knows and loves each unique individual.  The effectiveness of His protection 
system is based on a massively documented fact: Personal Resurrection:  
He offers the only dependable, eternal solution beyond this wretched reality. 
His name is The Lord Jesus Christ and He, right now, offers You access to a 
solution beyond all sin and suffering if you admit His way is your only way.

Tell Him the truth, “Jesus I am tired.  I need and want your solutions for me.”    
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